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DANCE

Review: American
Realness Illuminates Racial Identities
With 3 Dance Works
By SIOBHAN BURKE JAN. 10, 2016

“Where may I kiss you?” You don’t expect to hear that question while waiting
around a theater lobby for a performance to begin, especially not from a veiled
stranger. But Keyon Gaskin established a certain intimacy early on in his 40-
minute solo, “its not a thing,” at Abrons Arts Center on Friday. Cloaked in
black with a scarf draped over his face, Mr. Gaskin approached individual
guests, inquired about their fears (“When were you afraid today?”) and offered
a kiss, planted in black lipstick.

In the sea of genre-crossing work at American Realness, the festival of
contemporary performance that comes to the Lower East Side each January,
common threads emerge. (This year’s edition packs 18 productions, plus
discussions and parties, into 11 days.) Mr. Gaskin’s was one of three (mostly)
solo works on Friday that addressed related themes of racial identity and
masculinity through drastically different means. I saw it after the vehemently
mournful “#negrophobia,” by the Nigerian-American artist Jaamil Olawale
Kosoko, and before the Dominican-born Ligia Lewis’s transporting “Sorrow
Swag.”

Mr. Gaskin provides little context for his work, with just a one-line bio in
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the program: “Keyon Gaskin prefers not to contextualize their performances
with their credentials.” Sure enough, you want to know more. Once the
audience was seated in the playhouse, he arrived unveiled, puttering around
the shadowy stage while commenting on his “contentions” with live
performance. These included dancing to music, audience participation and
dealing directly with racism — all of which he confronted in “its not a thing.”

After giving us permission to leave, then inviting us to sit onstage, Mr.
Gaskin passed around a bottle of whiskey, cranked up Lil Wayne’s “She Will”
and clambered up to a grate above the stage, recklessly traversing its narrow
length while smoking a cigarette. Back on our level, he darted among us,
stuffed dice in his mouth and spit them out. Instructing one viewer to read
from a book by the black feminist scholar Hortense Spillers, he removed his
shorts (including American-flag briefs) and did a half-naked tap dance.
Suddenly it was over. “Get your things and go,” he said, “and please don’t
clap.”

Though brimming with unresolved conflict, this piece seemed almost
Minimalist in comparison with “#negrophobia,” performed in the
Underground Theater by Mr. Kosoko. (And, trailing him with an iPhone
camera, a masked voyeur in heels and a thong — Alabama Kentrell, who goes
by IMMA/MESS.) Mr. Kosoko transformed the concrete space into a
tumultuous shrine to dead black men, including his brother, to whom the
show is dedicated. From an initial reading of his own poetry to a trembling
finale of simulated foaming at the mouth, he offers little hope, giving grief and
rage a chance to reign.

While Mr. Kosoko explores the black male body, Ms. Lewis, who lives in
Berlin, presents a white male body, that of the strapping performer Brian
Getnick, a fighter figure in white sneakers, white socks and white basketball
shorts. Against throaty waves of sound supplied live by George Lewis Jr. (Ms.
Lewis’s brother, known as Twin Shadow), Mr. Getnick embodies awkward
shards of movement and text with chilling conviction, at times vanishing into
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thick blue-tinted fog. “Sorrow Swag” ends with a blaring reference to Samuel
Beckett’s dramatic monologue “Not I,” a spotlight illuminating Mr. Getnick’s
mouth and gold-encased teeth as he wails into the darkness.

One of Mr. Gaskin’s contentions sticks with me: that he is “performing for
mostly white audiences,” which describes the Realness audience. The festival
addresses this, too, with a talk next weekend led by the scholar Thomas F.
DeFrantz, who proposes that “the discourse of race in contemporary
performance falls apart when whites try to understand black performance.”
Everyone should go.

American Realness continues through Sunday. Most performances are at Abrons
Arts Center, 466 Grand Street, Manhattan; 866-811-4111, americanrealness.com.
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